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Appendix A 

Literature Review 

We conducted a literature review to identify commonly used operationalizations of online deliberation in recent 
quantitative content analyses. This review does not claim completeness. We stopped adding more literature after the 
most important dimensions had become clear and operationalizable definitions had been found. We searched on Web 
of Science (https://www.webofscience.com) in October 2021 for articles that included “deliberation AND comment* AND 
(online OR social media)” in any field. The results were narrowed down to articles published in in political science or 
communication journals between 2015 and 2021. From the resulting 94 hits, we identified 34 articles that were relevant 
for our task by reading the abstracts. After a cursory reading, we excluded studies that did not include suggestions about 
how to operationalize deliberation in quantitative content analyses. Thereby, we dropped most studies that relied on 
qualitative or survey methods. We added some frequently cited older contributions that focused on theory (Friess & 
Eilders, 2015; Papacharissi, 2004) or offline communication (Stromer-Galley, 2007). 

From the remaining 18 studies, we identified the suggested construct dimensions and extracted definitions and 
operational coding instructions. We clustered similar dimensions and operationalizations, taking particular care of studies 
that used the same label for different constructs. This was the case for “impoliteness” and “incivility”, which are 
sometimes used interchangeably (Coe et al., 2014), considered distinct (Papacharissi, 2004) or interrelated (Rega & 
Marchetti, 2021). From all suggested dimensions, we distilled five key dimensions of online deliberation for our 
operationalization: Reciprocity, argumentation, sourcing, impoliteness, and incivility. These concepts are discussed in the 
main text. Our selection criteria were frequency of operationalization in previous studies, conceptual clarity, and 
feasibility of the operationalization given our material. Additionally, we decided to code the positioning of replies towards 
parent comments, to get a better understanding of the dynamics of this reciprocal communication. Table A1 lists the 
reviewed literature and indicates which of the conceptual dimensions were operationalized or suggested for 
operationalization in these studies. The column names in this table follow our definitions of these concepts, as discussed 
in the main text. 

 

Table A1. Literature review of online deliberation. 

Authors1 Year Cit.2 Meth.3 Rec.4 Pos.5 Arg.6 Sour.7 Imp.8 Inc.9 Else10 
Beckert and Ziegele (2020) 2 c, s 0 0 1 1 1 X elaborateness, information value, 

polarization, simplification, humor 
Coe et al. (2014) 342 c 1 1 1 1 1 X meta-talk 
Collins and Nerlich (2015) 39 c 1 0 1 0 M M topic relevance 
Esau et al. (2017) 32 c 1 1 1 0 1 0 topic relevance, engagement, 

constructiveness 
Friess and Eilders (2015) 68 t 1 0 1 1 M M  
Friess et al. (2020) 3 c 1 0 1 1 1 1 genuine question, relevance, solution, 

appeal 
Gervais (2015) 106 c, e 0 0 0 0 1 X  
Klinger and Russmann (2015) 7 c 1 1 1 0 1 0 doubts, solutions 
Maia and Rezende (2016) 21 c 1 1 1 0 1 0  
Manosevitch et al. (2014) 17 c, e 1 1 1 0 0 0 elaborateness 
Marzinkowski and Engelmann (2022) 1 c 1 1 1 1 1 0 negative emotions 
Oz et al. (2018) 53 c, e 0 0 1 1 1 1  
Papacharissi (2004) 515 c, t 0 0 0 0 1 1  
Rega and Marchetti (2021) 0 c 0 0 0 0 M M  
Rossini11 (2020) 32 c 1 1 1 0 1 1  
Stromer-Galley (2007) 269 c 1 1 1 1 0 0  
Stroud et al. (2015) 120 c, e 1 0 1 1 M M relevance, genuine question 
Ziegele et al. (2020) 8 c 1 0 1 1 M M elaborateness, relevance, questions 
Total    13 8 15 9 16 9  

Notes: 1: References at the end of the Appendix; 2: Citation count, according to Web of Science on 2022-04-22; 3: Main methods used, “c” indicates 
quantitative content analyses, “e” experiments, “s” surveys, “t” theory; 4: Reciprocity; 5: Positioning; 6: Argumentation; 7: Sourcing; 8: Impoliteness. 
The letter “M” indicates that the study merges aspects of impoliteness and incivility (as defined here) into one dimension; 9: Incivility. The letter “M” 
indicates that the study merges aspects of impoliteness and incivility (as defined here) into one dimension. The letter “X” indicates that the study 
operationalizes only “impoliteness” (as defined here) but labels it as “incivility”; 10: Abridged.; 11: Rossini 2020 differentiates “incivility” and 
“intolerance”. The former matches our understanding or “impoliteness”, while the latter matches our understanding of “incivility”. 
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Appendix B 

Dictionaries for the Topic of Migration 

Step 1 and Step 2 of our analysis make use of a sample of manually coded comments and replies. In Step 1, this sample 
was used to optimize and validate our automated measurements. In Step 2, this was sample used to investigate the 
impact of right-wing populist parent comments on the deliberative quality of replies. The sample consists of 535 parent 
comments and 1,413 replies, which were drawn from comments that reacted on posts about migration. Here, we 
document the dictionary that we used to detect the topic of migration. 

Dictionaries are lists of keywords that are used in automated content analysis. Here, we considered a Facebook post to 
cover the topic of migration if at least one of the migration keywords documented below were present in the text of the 
post, in the headline or in the sub-headline of a hyperlinked article. We developed two language-specific dictionaries, 
one for Austria and one for Slovenia. The dictionary development started from an existing German dictionary for the 
topic of migration, which was constructed by one of the authors for a different paper (Thiele, 2022a). The construction 
process of this dictionary is documented in detail in the online supplementary material of that article.  

To arrive at a Slovenian dictionary, we followed a multi-stage process. First, one author translated the German dictionary 
by hand, assisted by the online translation website Linguee (https://www.linguee.de/). This translation website relies on 
the DeepL engine and provides context for the suggested translations, which helped us to remove ambiguous words. 
Next, the Slovenian project team reviewed this list, added, or removed keywords, and placed wildcards where feasible. 
We then applied this preliminary dictionary, drew a random sample of 400 positive matches, and machine-translated 
these posts into German, using the DeepL API (https://www.deepl.com). Judging from these results, the German speaking 
author modified or removed ambiguous terms from the dictionary. The list of words was then expanded with synonyms 
and related words using nearest neighbor queries from the fasttext models, which are described in Appendix D. We used 
keywords-in-context searches to identify other related terms. Again, we translated all Slovenian words into German and 
inspected this list for unprecise or incongruous terms.  

We optimized the dictionaries and evaluated their accuracy using a random sample of 400 Austrian and 400 Slovenian 
Facebook posts, drawn from all posts considered in Step 1 of the analysis. The Slovenian posts were machine-translated 
into German using the DeepL API and coded by the German speaking author along a binary variable, indicating the 
presence of the topic of migration. This topic was considered present if the text of a post referred in any way to migration, 
borders, asylum, flight, or integration. Validity of our dictionary measurement was assessed by comparing it with the 
human coding, quantified by the measures Recall, Precision, and F1, which are introduced in the main text (Stryker et al., 
2006). The Austrian dictionary reached a very satisfactory Recall of 0.97, a Precision of 0.98 and a F1 score of 0.98. The 
Slovenian dictionary performed somewhat less well, but still satisfactory, with a Recall of 0.78, Precision of 0.88, and F1 
of 0.87. Both dictionaries are documented in Table B1. 

 
Table B1: Migration Dictionaries 
Concept (n terms) Words1 
German: 
Migration 
(105) 

*außengrenz*, *einwanderer*, *grenzschutz, *migrant*, *migration*, *zuwander*, abgeschoben*, abschiebe*, 
abschiebung*, abwandern, abzuschieben, anlandeplattform*, asyl*, auffanglager, aufzunehmen, ausgewandert, 
ausländerbehörde, ausländerin*, ausländern, ausländische, ausländischen, ausreise, aussengrenzen, balkanroute, camp, 
deutschkenntnisse, deutschkurs*, eingewandert, einreise, einreisebeschränkungen, einreisebestimmungen, einreisen, 
einreisende, einreisenden, einreisestopp, einreiseverbot, einreiseverbote, einreist, einwandern, einwanderung, 
einwanderungsland, einwanderungspolitik, festung europa, flucht, flüchtete, flüchtling*, flüchtlingsquartier*, 
fluchtursachen, geflohen, geflohene*, geflüchtet, geflüchteten, gernzzaun, grenze, grenzen dicht, grenzgänger, 
grenzgebiet, grenzkontrolle*, grenzöffnung, grenzöffnungen, grenzschließung, grenzschließungen, grenzsicherung, 
grenzübergang, grenzübergänge, grenzübertritt*, grenzverkehr, grenzzäune, heimatländer, herkunftsländer, idomeni, 
immigrant*, integration*, integrieren, integriert, integrierte, integrierten, islam kindergärten, kara tepe, kriegsflüchtlinge, 
lampedusa, landesgrenzen, lesbos, masseneinwanderung, massenflucht, migration*, migrationsdeal, mittelmeerroute, 
rackete, refugee*, rückführen, rückführung*, rückgeführt*, schlepper*, schleuser, seenot, seenotrettung, spielfeld, 
sprache, staatsbürger, syrer*, traiskirchen, wiedereinreise, wirtschaftsflüchtlinge, zugewandert* 

Slovenian: 
Migration 
(67) 

azil*, balkansk* pot*, beg, begu, begun*, begun* tok*, begun* val*, deport*, drž* izvor*, državljanstv*, drzavljanstvo, 
državn* mej*, dublinsk* konvenc*, evrop* azil* polit*, evrop* migr* polit*, frontex, idomeni, ilegal* migr*, imigra*, 
immigr*, integrac*, izgn*, izgnati, izgon*, kontrol* mej*, kontrol* zunanj* mej*, lampedus*, lesbos*, mednarodn* zašcit*, 
mej* preh*, mejn* nadzor*, mejnem, migr*, migr* tok*, migr* val*, migr* žep*, množicni *beg, moria, nadzor* mej*, 
nadzor* zunanj* mej, obaln* straž*, prebéžnic*, prebežnik*, preck* mej*, preh* mej*, priseljen*, priseljevanj*, prosil* za 
azil, rackete, refugee, sirec, sirij*, sirsk*, sredozemsk* pot*, subsidiarn* zašcit*, tihotap*, tihotap* ljudi, traiskirchen, 
trdnjav* evrop*, upravljanj* zunanj* mej*, utrdb* evrop*, varovanj* mej*, zap* mej*, zašcit* mej*, združ* družin*, 
ženevsk* konvenc*, zunanj* mej* 

Notes: 1: A * represents a wildcard, it matches any number of characters or digits. 
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Appendix C 
Codebook 

We manually coded 535 parent and 1,413 reply comments along the categories for right-wing populism, people-centrism, 
anti-elitism, and anti-immigration, and along four dimensions for the quality of deliberation, argumentation, sourcing, 
impoliteness, and incivility. Additionally, we coded the positioning of the reply comment towards the parent comment. 
This manually coded sample is the basis for our analysis in Step 2 and was used for validation and optimization of our 
measurements in Step 1. Here, we document the codebook. 

1. Previous Codebooks 

Our coding instructions are based on existing codebooks. The instructions for coding right-wing populist content are 
closely aligned with the codebook developed by Blassnig et al. (2016, 2019). The instructions for coding the quality of 
online deliberation draw on the codebook developed by Ziegele and Friess (2018), which was used in Friess et al. (2020). 
An abridged version of our coding instructions is documented below. We cite the source of each instruction. The citations 
were hidden in the codebook used during the coding process to improve readability. The columns of the tables indicate 
the coded construct, the level on which it was coded (1 = parent comments, 2 = replies), the instructions, and the values 
of the codes. Examples were taken either from existing codebooks or from translated comments from our corpus. One 
author constructed the codebook. Both authors conducted the coding. Reliability measures are reported in the main text. 
One category, expressing anger, was dropped due to low reliability scores. 

2. General Coding Guidelines 

We used holistic grading to code each comment. That means, coders were asked to read the comment and to assign one 
code for the whole comment. Following Blassnig et al. (2016, p. 1), our coding instructions followed these general 
guidelines: “Only code explicit statements. Implications, hints, and context knowledge must not be coded. If in doubt, 
don’t code it. If you have to ask yourself whether a statement is explicit enough to code it, it is not. […] Hypothetical 
statements are coded. Statements that are future-oriented or in subjunctive mood are coded as normal statements. 
Hypothetical does not mean implicit.” Additionally, the coding instructions made clear that the coded categories are not 
mutually exclusive.  

3. Right-wing Populist Content 

Construct Lvl Instructions Codes 
People-
Centrism 

1&2 
 

Question: Does the comment invocate the people or demand sovereignty for the people? (Aslanidis, 2018, 
p. 1255) 

Definitions: People-centrism is one core dimension of populist communication. It is defined here as an 
ideological discourse that invocates ‘the people’ (Aslanidis, 2018, p. 1255). It values ‘the people’ as 
something positive or worth protecting, constructs it as an in-group, i.e., as a group to which the author of 
the text belongs to, and/or suggests that ‘the people’ are the “rightful political sovereign within a given 
polity” (Aslanidis, 2018, p. 1255). 

‘The people’ are defined as the “overwhelming majority” (Aslanidis, 2018, p. 1255) of the “population of a 
country” or polity that is assumed to “share a common origin or culture” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 14). “The 
people may be regarded as nation, ethnos, demos, class, or strata” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 14). It is essential 
that the commenter regards himself or herself as part of the people and values the people. The people may 
be addressed directly (“the people”, “the Austrian population”), “as a metaphor (‘man on the street’, ‘the 
common man’), or as a subgroup that is regarded as representing” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 14) the 
overwhelming majority (‘the hardworking people’, ‘voters’, ‘we taxpayers’).  

Instructions: Please code “1”, if the coded text refers to ‘the people’ in one of the ways described above  
and is characterized by at least one of the following aspects: 

• The people are attributed with virtues and positive traits. For example, the people may be described 
as good, honest, hard-working, modest, moral, credible, intelligent, competent, consistent, 
considerate, benevolent, or similar (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 17). (e.g., “Why does every normal citizen 
actually know about this madness, only the politicians do not?”) 

• The people are seen as responsible for positive developments, events, or situations (Blassnig et al., 
2016, p. 17). (e.g., “I am glad to be a tiny part of this. a lot of work and sweat has built this country and 
made it what it is now.”) 

0: not 
present 
1: present 
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• The people are described as a homogeneous group: The “people is seen as sharing a common 
understanding of the world, common feelings [...], common opinions [...], or a common will [...].  (e.g., 
‘The voters want immigration controlled, they declared that loud and clear.’)” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 
18). 

• The people are constructed as a collective of victims, that suffers from elite actions, or external threats, 
or needs to be protected (Hameleers, 2019). (e.g.: “Who is protecting us????”) 

• The comment demands to listen to the people’s will, or addresses the people to wake up, or to stand 
up for their will (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 20) (e.g., “let’s unite and take the streets! together we can 
make a difference!”) 

• The comment criticizes institutions or elites for not reflecting the people’s will, for deceiving or 
silencing the vast majority. (e.g.: “The people will not be deceived any longer by this clown.”) 

Anti-
Elitism 

1&2 
 

Question: Does the comment discredit or blame the elite or suggest that the elite is detached from the 
people? (Blassnig et al., 2016, pp. 18–19) 

Definitions: Anti-elitism is the second core dimension of populist communication. It is defined as “references 
against a slim minority of unaccountable power holders [that allegedly engage] [...] in the misappropriation 
of popular sovereignty” (Aslanidis, 2018, p. 1255). It constructs ‘the elite’ as the antagonist of ‘the people’, 
which illegitimately rules and deceives the latter (Mudde, 2004, p. 543). 

‘The elite’ is defined as minority groups of power holders within a society that are (assumed to be) powerful 
and influential because of its “political power, wealth, or privilege” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 14). Not the 
factual power is decisive, but the assumption of such power in the coded text. Elites “can be allocated to the 
areas of politics, administration, economy, law, media, science, and culture” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 14). 
“The elite may either be addressed in general terms [(e.g., ‘those above’, ‘politicians’, ‘the rich’, ‘the media’)] 
or specific members [or institutional representatives] of the elite may be addressed by name” (Blassnig et 
al., 2016, p. 14) or nickname (e.g., “Wall Street”, “Brussels”, “Soros”). 

Instructions: Please code “1”, if the coded text refers to ‘the elite’ in some of the ways described above  
and is characterized by at least one of the following aspects: 

• Elites are discredited or denounced: “Negative personality traits, mistakes, and unlawful or immoral 
behavior of the elites are stressed. The elites [...] are portrayed as corrupt, evil, incapable, malevolent, 
[mendacious], criminal, lazy, stupid, undemocratic [or in any other similar negative way]. The elites or 
its representatives are denied of morality, charisma, credibility, intelligence, competence, consistency 
etc.” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 18) (e.g., “It is minister Mikl Leitner who, apart from incompetence, only 
attracts attention with embarrassing statements.”; “Down with this sell-out government!”) 
Caution: If a text criticizes elites in a balanced way, without suggesting a fundamental or moral 
degeneracy of the elite or the established system it is not considered anti-elitist.  

• Elites are blamed for fundamentally negative developments or situations: elites are held responsible 
for undesirable situations that are depicted as serious harm for the society (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 18). 
(e.g., “Our politicians have managed to make Austria an unsafe country. The politicians who are 
responsible should be locked up”) 

• Elites are depicted as detached from the people, unaccountable to the people’s will, or manipulating 
the people: The elite is described as “not being close to the people, not knowing the people and their 
needs, not speaking for the people, [...] not listening to the people,” (Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 19) not 
representing the people, betraying or deceiving the people, lying to the people, manipulating the public 
opinion, or as being distanced from the people in any other way (Blassnig et al., 2016, pp. 19–20). (e.g., 
“when will our so-called representatives of the people finally open their eyes”; “The politicians do not 
listen to us”) 

• Elites are denied sovereignty. “The speaker argues in favor of granting less power to the” or some elites 
(Blassnig et al., 2016, p. 21). (e.g., “I hope that the EU breaks apart so that Austria can finally close the 
borders!”)  

0: not 
present 
1: present 

Anti-
Immigrati
on 

1&2 
 

Question: Does the comment speak out against immigration? 

Definitions: Anti-immigration discourse is a third core dimension of right-wing populist communication. It is 
defined as any statement that refers to immigration or immigrants as a threat, ascribes migration or migrants 
with negative attributes, or demands measures that limit, stop, or reverse migration processes. By such 
discourse, immigration and immigrants are frequently constructed as threat to ‘the people’s’ (often: the 
nation’s) security, economy, or culture (Callens & Meuleman, 2017, pp. 368–369). 

‘Immigrants’ here are defined as a minority that is excluded from ‘the people’ in right-wing populist 
statements, on the grounds of an (alleged) origin, culture, or ethnicity (Blassnig et al., 2016, pp. 15, 31). 
Statements may refer to ‘immigrants’ or the phenomenon of ‘immigration’ in different ways, either by 
addressing a collective (e.g. “refugees”, “migrants”, “foreigners”, etc.), by addressing the phenomenon of 
migration abstractly (e.g. “migration”, “illegal migration”), by naming specific ethnic groups (e.g., “Afghans”, 
“African refugees”), by referring to geographical locations that are associated with migration or flight, like 

0: not 
present 
1: present 
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specific border crossings or refugee camps (e.g., “the Balkan route”, “Lesbos”), or by referring to other 
societal groups or institutions that are involved in migration processes (e.g., “human traffickers”, “illegal 
migration networks”, “asylum industry”), or involved in policing migration processes (e.g., “our border 
police”).  

Instructions: Please code “1”, if the coded text refers to ‘immigrants’ or ‘immigration’ in some of the ways 
described above and is characterized by at least one of the following aspects: 

• Immigrants are portrayed as a threat to the security, culture, or economy of the country or of Europe 
(Callens & Meuleman, 2017, pp. 368–369). (e.g., “They flood our country, get everything shoved in the 
ass and as return they rape our children!!!!!!”, “They come and take away the jobs of the Austrians!”) 

• Immigrants are attributed collectively with negative traits or are said to behave in a unpleasant way 
(e.g. “If Islam was peaceful, there wouldn't be so much terror in Islamic countries. Islam is the problem.”) 

• Migration is described as a process that have gotten out of control. (e.g., “At the border crossings they 
simply overrun our officials”; “we have to control the borders!”).  This may be indicated by using 
metaphors of natural disasters (e.g., “asylum-catastrophe”, “they flood our country”).  

• Problems of integration are stressed, or it is demanded that immigrants should adapt to ‘our’ culture 
or society. (e.g., “How will you explain to future generations that we are strangers in our own 
country?!!!”) 

• The comment speaks out against “illegal migration” or labels migration per se as a problem (e.g., “the 
refugee-problem”). 

• Refugees are suspected to cheat the asylum system and to be economic migrants, not refugees in the 
sense of the Geneva Convention (e.g. “These are not refugees. … these are illegal immigrants!”) 

• Protective measures that protect the borders, the country, or the people against migration are 
demanded. (e.g., “the borders should be controlled!”)  

• Deportations of asylum-seekers, migrants, or cultural minorities are demanded. (e.g. “I have a perfect 
solution send all the men back and only give asylum to women and children”) 

• Violence against asylum-seekers, migrants, or cultural minorities is supported (e.g., “they should be 
fucked in prison … If he survives his sentence, he should be deported directly to his home country”). 

• “Refugee welcome” or “multiculturalism” policies, culture, and supporters are attacked, or mocked 
(e.g. “asylum industry”). 

 

 

4. Online Deliberation 

Construct Lvl Instructions Codes 

Position 2 Question: How does the reply position itself towards the parent comment? (Stromer-Galley, 
2007, p. 24; Ziegele & Friess, 2018, pp. 34–35) 

Definitions and Instructions: Here we code the position of the reply towards the parent 
comment. We code if it… 

• 1: agrees with the ‘parent comment’. This is the case when an reply expresses its 
agreement with the parent comment, re-affirms statements from the parent comment, or 
generally exhibits a positive, supporting tone directed towards the parent comment or its 
author (Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 34).  

• -1: disagrees with the ‘parent comment’. This is the case whenever the reply explicitly 
states its disagreement, confronts the parent comment with different views or facts, or 
expresses a negative tone directed towards the parent comment or its author. (Ziegele & 
Friess, 2018, p. 35) 

• 0: takes a neutral or unclear position towards the parent comment. 

• 33: If you think that the ‘reply’ is written by the author of the ‘parent comment’, code 33. 

The position sometimes must be inferred from the tenor of the comment (Ziegele & Friess, 2018, 
p. 34). If you are unsure, code 0. Sarcastic statements that mock the parent comment are 
considered as disagreement. We only code the positioning towards the parent comment; 
positioning towards the post, the news article, or other comments are ignored here. (e.g. 
agreement: “������”, “I’m afraid about this, too!”; disagreement: “This is not true at all.”; 
neutral/unclear: “To what extent?”)  

1: agrees 
0: neutral / 
unclear 
-1: disagrees 
33: same 
author 
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Argumentation 1&2 
 

Question: Does the comment provide reasons for its claims? (Friess et al., 2020, p. 11; Stromer-
Galley, 2007, p. 10; Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 24) 

Definitions: An argument is a statement that substantiates or rebuts a specific claim by providing 
reasons (Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 24). A claim is either 

• a statement that something is true or is a fact (e.g., “Austria now is an unsafe country”). 
This includes normative assessments (e.g., “Slovenia is the greatest country”). 

• or a demand for or against something. This is often expressed by comments that something 
“should” or should not happen (e.g., “we need to go to the streets”), or by indicating what 
the commenter “would” do if he or she was in charge. (e.g., “I would cut his salary”). 

A reason is a statement that explains why the something is the case or should be done. It 
provides a justification for a claim and provides an answer to the question “Why?”. The reason 
given must be logically related to the claim. It can be either explicitly marked by words like 
“because”, “since”, “as”, “consequentially”, etc., or may be presented as a cause or consequence 
of the claimed fact or in some other way as a justification for the claimed demand (Ziegele & 
Friess, 2018, p. 24).  

• Factual claims may be justified by either pointing out causes or justifications explicitly (e.g., 
“x because y”), or by providing other forms of justification for the claimed fact or assessment 
in a separate sentence (Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 24). If a comment refers to the sources of 
a given information, this counts as providing a reason. (e.g., claim: “Immigration is bad for 
our country”, reason: “they take away our jobs”; claim: “Austria now is an unsafe country”, 
reason: “The criminal statistic is rising since 2015.”) 

• Demands can be likewise justified by stating the reason for a demand explicitly (“x because 
y.”) or by presenting additional justification (e.g., claim: “we need to go to the streets”, 
reason: “we need to show them that we don’t want them.”; claim: “I would cut his salary”, 
reason: “He is corrupt.”; claim: “It’s time that we do something against these asylum 
seekers.” reason: “They cost us money, and they bring insecurity to this country.”) 

Please note that the quality, persuasiveness, or correctness of a reason given is irrelevant here. 
It is not required that the reason given is particularly elaborate, convincing, accurate or true 
(Stromer-Galley, 2007, p. 10; Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 24). 

Instructions: Please code if the comment presents any form of reason for its claims. To do so, 
please  

1) Identify the claims (as defined above) made in the comment. If you cannot identify any claim, 
code 0. 

2) Identify reasons given (as defined above) in the comment for any of the claims. If you cannot 
identify any reason, code 0. 

Help: If the statement does not explicitly mention “because”, and you are in doubt if two parts 
of the comment form a claim-reason relation, try the following: Try to insert a “because” 
between the part that you believe to be a claim and the part that you suspect to be a reason. 
Only use the explicit sentences. If the parts connected in this way form a (more or less) 
reasonable statement, code 1 (Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 24). If you are in doubt, code 0. 

0: not 
present 
1: present 

Sourcing 1&2 Question: Does the comment refer to sources of external knowledge? (Stromer-Galley, 2007, p. 
10; Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 29) 

Definitions and Instructions: Here we code, if the comment refers to any kind of external 
knowledge that is verifiable in the broadest sense by providing the source of this knowledge. 
This is the case if the comment includes a hyperlink/URL; or refers to a specific study, author, 
legal framework; or some other kind of identifiable source, including general references to the 
position or program of a specific institution. Anecdotal evidence, such as personal experiences 
here does not qualify as “external” knowledge (Marzinkowski & Engelmann, 2022, p. 9; Stromer-
Galley, 2007, p. 10; Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 29).  

(e.g. “Article 7 of the EU Treaty provides...”, “The action originated from Ms. XY: 
https://www.foo.bar”, “in the coalition contract the parties have agreed …”) 

0: not 
present 
1: present 

Impoliteness 1&2 Question: Is the comment characterized by an impolite tone? (Friess et al., 2020, p. 11) 

Definitions and Instructions: Impoliteness is defined as an “unnecessarily disrespectful tone 
toward the discussion forum, its participants, or its topics" (Coe et al., 2014, p. 660). 

Coding scheme:  Please code “1”, if you find at least one passage in the coded text that contains 
one or more of the following aspects: 

• Name-calling: Using abusive words, insults, derogatory, offensive, or belittling statements 
toward persons, groups, or institutions (Coe et al., 2014, p. 661; Friess et al., 2020, p. 11; Rega 

0: not 
present 
1: present 
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& Marchetti, 2021, p. 112) (e.g.: “How stupid are you, anyway? … these assholes think our 
women are fair game”) 

• Profanity/Vulgarity: Use of obscene or rude language inappropriate for public or 
professional discourse (Coe et al., 2014, p. 661; Friess et al., 2020, p. 11) (e.g.: “I could puke 
if I read this.”, “Keep your shit!”) 

• Cynicism, sarcasm, or mockery:  “Reckless, biting mockery aimed at 
denunciation/devaluation of the addressee” (Friess et al., 2020, p. 11) or ironic statements 
that aim at devaluating persons, groups, ideas, or institutions (e.g., “Congratulations, the next 
MILLION social parasites are already on their way here!“, “Austria is sooo rich and we can 
afford it!!”) 

• Depreciation: Intentionally depreciating a person, group, or idea (Friess et al., 2020, p. 11). 
(e.g. “they are thieves and so are their fathers. ")  

• Shouting: The user underlines his or her comment by “raising its volume” through the 
excessive use (three or more) of exclamation marks, question marks, writing some words or 
the complete comment in all capital letters (Friess et al., 2020, p. 11) (e.g. “the next MILLION 
social parasites”, “Send them back!!!!”) 

Incivility 1&2 Question: Is the comment characterized by incivility? 

Definitions and Instructions: Incivility here is defined as discourse that threatens democratic 
values, denies people their personal freedoms, or stereotypes social groups (Friess et al., 2020, 
p. 11; Papacharissi, 2004, p. 274) 

Coding scheme: Please code “1”, if you find at least one passage in the coded text that contains 
one or more of the following aspects: 

• Dehumanization: “Dehumanization of opponents through the assignment of pejorative and 
exclusionary animal or debris names or through objectification” (Friess et al., 2020, p. 11). 
(e.g.: “Politicians are pigs!”, “should we adapt to these subhumans?”). 

• Negative stereotypes: “Simplifying and generalizing prejudices against a person or a group 
based on certain (negative) characteristics attributed to the respective group” (Friess et al., 
2020, p. 11). (e.g.: “Muslims are terrorist sympathizers” (Oz et al., 2018, p. 3407)) 

• Sexism: “Discrimination, degradation of a person/group on grounds of gender.”  (Friess et al., 
2020, p. 11) Sexism often implies the expression of stereotypes. Seemingly “positive” 
stereotypes can be sexist as well. (e.g., “Women cannot drive cars”; “Women are simply more 
talented than men at raising children”) (Ziegele & Friess, 2018, p. 15) 

• Racism: “Discrimination and degradation of a person/group on grounds of race” (Friess et al., 
2020, p. 11) or culture. (e.g., “In their culture, you aren’t supposed to even see the women’s 
hair but with our women these assholes think they’re fair game. I am not generalizing – most 
of them think like this!”) 

• Threat of violence: “Threat of or incitement to violence or crime” (Friess et al., 2020, p. 11). 
(e.g., “Migrants are welcome from my side, as long as they all volunteer to be castrated.”) 

• Silencing: Denying or threatening other's freedom to speak (Oz et al., 2018, p. 3407) or 
attempts to silence someone (e.g.: “You foolish Republican better shut up!” (Oz et al., 2018, 
p. 3407)) 

0: not 
present 
1: present 
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Appendix D 
Automated Text Analysis 

In Step 1 of our analysis, we measured right-wing populism in user comments using an automated text analysis method 
called “distributed dictionary representation” (DDR) (Garten et al., 2018). This method augments dictionaries with 
information from word embedding models (Garten et al., 2018). Below, we document how we implemented this method. 
We first introduce the concept of word embeddings and document how we trained the models used here. Secondly, we 
describe the DDR measurement in general. Thirdly, we describe the dataset used for optimizing and validating our 
measurements. Fourthly, we describe how we evaluated measurement validity. We then describe how we improved our 
measurements by optimizing the short dictionaries. While the resulting dictionaries are documented in the main text, we 
conclude this Appendix by providing plots and examples for face validity. The DDR method and all functions used for 
optimizing and validating the measurement are implemented in our R-package dictvectoR (Thiele, 2022b). Figure D1 
illustrates the workflow described in the following sections. 

 

Figure D1. Schematic illustration of the pipeline for our DDR measurements. 

 
1. Word-vectors and Fasttext Models 

Word vectors, also called word embeddings, aim to represent semantic proximity of words in a vector space (Mikolov et 
al., 2013). They result from machine learning algorithms that learn vectors for each word from large corpora of texts by 
drawing on the basic idea that words with similar meaning appear in similar contexts (Mikolov et al., 2013). For our task, 
we trained two fasttext word vector models (Bojanowski et al., 2017), one for the German-speaking Austrian corpus and 
one for the Slovenian corpus. Compared to other word embedding models (e.g., Mikolov et al., 2013), fasttext models 
have the advantage that they are robust against misspellings, can return vectors for out-of-vocabulary words, and 
perform well on morphological rich languages (Bojanowski et al., 2017). Compared to state-of-the-art BERT models 
(Devlin et al., 2019), training fasttext models is computationally less expensive. Moreover, user comments are often very 
short, which makes the central advantage of BERT models, namely to be context-sensitive, less relevant. For our task, we 
considered it preferrable to use custom-trained word vector models over pre-trained models to capture authentic user-
generated communication. Pre-trained models are often trained on general corpora, such as text from Wikipedia. 
Fasstext models can be trained from R (Benesty, 2019). 
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We compiled two training datasets, one for each language consisting of all textual data from posts and user comments 
analyzed in Step 1. For Austria, we this data consisted of 4,293 posts and 232,935 parent comments. For Slovenia, we 
considered 3,365 posts and 50,274 user comments. From each post we also considered the headlines and sub-headlines 
of linked articles, as presented on Facebook. For each language, all textual data was split into sentences, using the 
quanteda (Benoit et al., 2018) tokenizer, and randomly shuffled. Text was cleaned by removing hyperlinks, punctuation, 
and excessive white space, replacing self-defined lists of emojis by German, respectively Slovenian words for “anger”, 
“joy”, and “fear”, replacing numbers by words, keeping only letters, and lowercasing all characters. The cleaned training 
sample consisted of 235,540 sentences for the Austrian model and 63,245 sentences for the Slovenian model. 

We used the R-package fastrtext (Benesty, 2019) to train two fasttext models, one per language, with the following 
specifications: 200 dimensions, context window size 5, learning rate .05, learning rate update 100, epochs 5, minimum 
count 7, bucket 2,000,000, ngrams 3-6, sampling threshold 1e-04. The Austrian model includes a vocabulary of 20,192 
words, the Slovenian model 12,701 words. The row labelled “Unsupervised Model” in Figure D1 illustrates this step of 
our workflow. Both models are made available with the replication material.  

2. DDR Measurement 

In the DDR method, word embedding models are used to calculate the similarity between an average vector 
representation of a dictionary and vectors for each document (Garten et al., 2018). The resulting similarity score can be 
interpreted as indicator for how strongly a concept is represented in a document. Here, we obtained these measures by 
first querying the fasttext models for vectors of each word in a dictionary and averaging across the vectors for all words. 
This  procedure was equally applied to each document. Textual data was previously cleaned in the same way as the 
training data described above. Additionally, we removed frequent stopwords, excluding such words that indicate in- and 
out-groups (e.g., “we”, “our”, “they”). The vectors were L2 normalized to ignore differences in the length of the vectors.  
We then calculated the cosine similarity between the concept and each document vector. Cosine similarity can range 
from -1 to +1. We replaced missing values, induced by empty text fields, by the country-level mean minus 1 SD. 

3. Validation and Training Data 

To validate our DDR measures and to optimize the short dictionaries, we used the manually coded comments and reply 
comments used in Step 2. This dataset contains 1,040 parent comments and replies from Austria and 973 comments and 
replies from Slovenia. We split both datasets randomly into train and test samples, using a 70% (AT: 728, SI: 682) to 30% 
(AT: 312, SI: 291) ratio. The comments were manually coded along binary categories, indicating whether a message was 
anti-elitist, people-centric, and/or anti-immigrant, or nothing thereof, as described in detail in Appendix C. To simplify, 
we considered a comment populist if it was coded as people-centric or anti-elitist, or both. 

4. Evaluation 

To evaluate our DDR measures, both for validation and optimization, we tested how well the continuous DDR 
measurements perform in predicting our binary, human coding (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013, p. 275). To obtain the 
prediction, we ran logistic regressions with the binary, human coding as dependent variable and the continuous DDR 
measurement as independent variable. We considered predictions with probabilities greater 50% as positive. These 
predictions were then compared to the manually coding by calculating Recall, Precision and F1 (Stryker et al., 2006). 
Recall indicates the proportion of correctly identified positive hits in all truly positive documents. Precision indicates the 
share of correctly identified positive hits in all predicted positives. F1 is a harmonic mean of both.  

5. Optimizing Short Dictionaries 

For the DDR method, short, clear-cut dictionaries perform better than long lists of words (Garten et al., 2018). Our aims 
for the dictionary development were to find short dictionaries, which (a) reflect the language used in the analyzed 
comments, (b) perform well in predicting the human coding, (c) reflect the key dimensions of our concepts, and (d) reflect 
equivalent dimensions in both languages. We tried to meet these objectives by following both inductive and deductive 
logic. The row “Optimization & Validation” in Figure D1 illustrates the steps described below. The R-code for all steps is 
also presented in the vignette “from text to measurement” in our R-package dictvectoR (Thiele, 2022b). 

We started, inductively, from the vocabularies of both fasttext models, which are the most common words found in the 
observed user comments. We narrowed down this vocabulary to the 80% most frequent words and obtained F1 scores 
for each individual word, treating each word as a single-word dictionary for a DDR measure, and the train dataset as 
counterpart for evaluation. From these results, we picked the quartile with the highest F1 scores. From working with the 
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material, we knew that right-wing populist expressions frequently use combinations of words that contrast in- and out-
groups (e.g., “our border”). Hence, we expanded our list of words by identifying frequently used multiword expressions 
in our corpus that contained one of the words found so far. We obtained F1 scores for these multiword expression in the 
same way as described above. Additionally, we counted the number of occurrences of each term. We narrowed down 
this list of terms by dropping expressions that occurred less often than three times in the complete corpus, and by keeping 
only the top performing quartile.  

Switching to a deductive logic, the resulting lists of terms were annotated by hand. Only the German speaking author 
was involved in this process. Hence, the Slovenian terms were machine-translated into German, using the DeepL API. 
These lists contained between 330 and 450 words for each concept (populism, anti-immigration). The terms were 
annotated ad-hoc for their theoretical plausibility, relevance, and discriminatory power and boiled down to a shortlist of 
20 populist and 15 anti-immigrant words per language. Additionally, the terms were assigned with labels for conceptual 
subdimensions. For populism, these subdimensions included elite actors, incompetency of elites, moral degeneracy of 
elites, invocations of the people, virtues of the people, victimization of the people, and defending the people. For anti-
immigration, these subdimensions were migrants as a group, constructions of economic, and security threats from 
migration, and calls for defense against immigration. The selected terms reflect country-specific discourses but match 
equivalent subdimensions. For example, the Slovenian anti-immigration discourse was focused on events at the border, 
compared to the Austrian discourse, which was more concerned with issues of integration. These differences plausibly 
reflect different realities in both countries, as Slovenia received only very few applications for asylum, while Austria 
clearly is a destination country. 

From these shortlists of words, we obtained all possible dictionary combinations of lengths between four and eight words. 
This resulted in 22,243 uniquely combined dictionaries for anti-immigration, and 60,525 for populism. We excluded 
dictionaries that exclusively reflected anti-elitism or people-centrism. For each combination, we applied the DDR method 
and used the hand-coded training data for evaluation to obtain F1 scores. The resulting F1 scores ranged from .44 to .77. 
From the best performing short dictionaries, we picked those four short dictionaries that maximized the F1 score per 
country and concept and had the largest conceptual overlap across countries. Finally, we tested how these picks 
performed on the validation test sample. The results are reported in the main text. 

6. Examples for Face Validity 

In addition to the formal validity test reported in the article, Figures D2 to D5 present examples of our measurements for 
face validity. The jitter-plots show the distribution of all hand-coded comments (AT: n=1,040, SI: n=973) across the binary 
hand coding of each category on the x-axis and the respective DDR measurement on the y-axis. The boxplot shows the 
mean of the DDR measure and the +/- 1 SD bars. Additionally, the figures present 30 examples in text labels, indicating 
the value of the respective DDR measurement and a snipped from the comment, DeepL-translated into English. Figure 
D2 shows the performance of the populism measurement for the Austrian data, Figure D3 populism for Slovenia, Figure 
D4 anti-immigration for Austria, and Figure D5 anti-immigration for Slovenia.  
 
This example illustrates how to read these plots: In Figure D2, the comment picked as example with the highest DDR 
score for populism has a value of .7 and reads “…the fooling and corruption negotiations continue. […]”. Its black color 
indicates that it was manually coded as “populist”. The least populist comment displayed as example has a DDR score of 
.37. Its clumsy machine-translation reads “Woman… what do you think how you annoy me”. It has been manually coded 
as non-populist, indicated by its grey color. The grey dots and the bar on the left-hand side of the plot show that hand-
coded non-populist comments had a mean DDR score of about .48. The black dots and the bar on the right-hand side 
show that populist-coded comments have a mean DDR score of about .60.  
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Figure D2. Hand-coding, DDR measurement, and examples of populist and non-populist comments in the Austrian sample. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pop: 0.68 This is the easiest for the politicians to muzzle their ow n people and threaten them w ith strofn. But w e have to get rid of the insults from them. Because w e have to understand ...

Pop: 0.49 w ith he is the people

Pop: 0.67 The people are no longer stupid and allow  themselves to be led around by the nose by Punch and Judy.

Pop: 0.63 Crimes of asylum seekers w ere concealed long enough! It's time that the people learn the truth! And not constantly dismiss everything as an isolated case or talk beautifully w it...

Pop: 0.57 This is not about sexual offenses but about equal distribution - every community can make a contribution, no matter how  modest. Some solve the challenge brilliantly, some shirk....

Pop: 0.67 it is an insolence that w e have to lock up in our ow n country!! that must not go on like this !!!

Pop: 0.53 I doubt that Kern w ill be unemployed, he w ill get a token post just like his predecessor and the outgoing BP.

Pop: 0.7 ......the fooling around and corruption negotiations continue. Who is there to trust??? Will feel the consequences w ith the next inevitable tax increase. Hartz IV for all people...

Pop: 0.69 What and w hich party can make it even w orse than the current...the people are being grossly screw ed by Merkel and her entourage speak the EU....soll w hat she does be the w ay to ...

Pop: 0.66 Mrs. Merkel has and the German people is obliged to accept all refugees the Mrs. Merkel says: upw ards there are no borders w e create that all refugees are our guests. So please ...

Pop: 0.48 Ok again w hat learned have asked the question several times but no one could or w ould give me an answ er. Thank you Rene Strobl!

Pop: 0.65 A failure of the EU parliamentarians w ho w ould rather care about gender-equal language and homoprivileges than to w ork out a concept to secure the EU's external borders.

Pop: 0.68 Original red turncoat politics. It is elected w e must do w hat the people w ant! After the elections everything is forgotten again! Is that a policy suffering? Unfortunately, many...

Pop: 0.64 Again and again all over the w orld people have to suffer body and soul for the pow er and greed of others. We learn from history, they say. We have learned a shit.

Pop: 0.62 The Greens should be kicked out of parliament. Do not vote anymore.

Pop: 0.69 When w ill the Austrian border f inally completely closed w hat is going on w ith our government????? When are deportations of the people foreigners w ho are NOT allow ed to stay in A...

Pop: 0.62 They think w e're very limited. Do they think w e w on't notice w hat they're up to in the next few  w eeks?

Pop: 0.53 It's all together strange there is something in the bushes

Pop: 0.53 What does this have to do w ith xenophobia?

Pop: 0.67 Faymann should f inally resign. He has not come up w ith any solutions for months now  and is only hanging on Merkel's coat-tails, blathering on about everything days after she has...

Pop: 0.41 ok this is the best example i have ever read :D this is totally true

Pop: 0.44 What are you talking about? Hahaha Your w orld must be very beautiful so full of hate you scoundrel:

Pop: 0.37 Woman ...w hat do you think how  you annoy me.

Pop: 0.4 Whau so much hate unbelievable! !

Pop: 0.63 Since only one helps w ith the BP election the people's representative Hofer to choose and yes not the people's traitor Vdb to support tztz Because w ith the latter this w ill be m...

Pop: 0.45 STOP CRYING THERE IS ENOUGH FOR EVERYONE

Pop: 0.66 But this is only a drop in the bucket!!!! But w hat there is now  pumped into the economy refugees Marode banks the nonsensical membership fee to the Kasperl EU !!!!

Pop: 0.59 w hat do you think easily w hat they get a month? If you are so envious of w hat they have or get then live under the conditions and then talk further ... Social parasites are unfo...

Pop: 0.55 But I have understood it. I see it the same as you. Only the voters believed until now  it is all right.

Pop: 0.65 Just like Merkel, Faymann should also be promoted from the country. Traitors to the country should be punished
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Figure D3. Hand-coding, DDR measurement, and examples of populist and non-populist comments in the Slovenian sample. 

 
 

  

Pop: 0.73 Our country is trying hard to w ipe Slovenia off the map and let foreigners dominate.

Pop: 0.69 I'm w orried about all this migrant stuff ... Apparently the plan made by the USA AND RUSSIA to destabilise Europe is succeeding ....I am also w orried about this attitude tow ...

Pop: 0.67 Miro Cerar used to be w orth something before he entered Parliament, today he is w orth dirt behind his f ingernails! I can't believe he is embarrassing himself so much for th...

Pop: 0.68 Corrupt to the core. This is nothing but a betrayal of our ow n country. As for such, w e all know  how  they have been punished in the past. I think politics has f inally lost ...

Pop: 0.7 our idiot MPs w ill take anything that crosses the border because w e are Slovenes and w e like to help.

Pop: 0.71 That's right.there are no jobs for our people and no money for foreigners right aw ay.Typical Slovene.w hat is foreign is better.

Pop: 0.7 The government should start w orking on employing Slovenes so that they can support their children and have the means to survive, and so that young people w ith the qualif ica...

Pop: 0.68 Stupid!!!!! Where did the money come from in Europe if not from taxpayers? Do you know  the term taxpayers??? Take them to the federation, the loudest are those of you w ho w ...

Pop: 0.75 We are the servants, so they have no place. Obviously, w e citizens w ill have to resist this epidemic on our ow n, because politics is incapable of protecting our ow n nation ...

Pop: 0.7 Exactly. The refugees should be taken care of f irst, and then w e should... Scum!

Pop: 0.68 That you are the ones w ho are greedy and manipulating us. He is doing his ow n publicity. And you helped the headmaster of a secondary engineering school to commit suicide.

Pop: 0.72 ....they are paid by taxpaying citizens to hold conferences and parlment until the early hours of the morning because they slept all the hours before... to provide the viol...

Pop: 0.69 anyw ay politics and US interests...but if  the Minister had a backbone and actually w anted to protect the Slovenian nation, she w ould not look at politics...especially for t...

Pop: 0.68 What kind of virus do you think w ill rob us more than our politicians?For years you have been supporting the Roma w ith social w elfare and you have not spoken up even once.....

Pop: 0.69 Cerar is taking refugees to his home because w e don't have enough to eat ourselves, so feed the poor in Slovenia if  you are honest..

Pop: 0.55 but are you afraid of refugees in Slovenia? Bitch pls.

Pop: 0.22 I agree

Pop: 0.6 And after all this, should w e have a heart for these so-called refugees??

Pop: 0.5 Madam...I w as at the border and in the migrant centres, maybe of all those w ho came up there w ere families w ith children up to the age of the others w ere men betw een the ag...

Pop: 0.6 I'm not calling for them to take refugees, but let's go military in Syria... just like the US... and let Europe pay the consequences.

Pop: 0.61 do you know  how  many factions there are in the EU w ho are supposed to go and f ight for w hom w hen they have a hundred paravoys under us w e are not to blame I don't know  w hat...

Pop: 0.38 TAKE THEM HOME....

Pop: 0.34 I didn't w rite that I am you

Pop: 0.59 I think it's best for a centre to keep an eye on all the good ones, but there can only be one

Pop: 0.59 Rajko Primc and that is the point of it all, that these are not refugees but migrants looking for a better life and they should be treated as such.

Pop: 0.59 The new  trend is now  below  average people use anyw ay to accept a w eight is nothing but a number and if you think a w eight is a good w eight you are w rong no w eight is good o...

Pop: 0.47 Russia Will restore order in Syria

Pop: 0.61 this is just manure they w ill cut our heads off or our descendants' heads off They have no heart and little sense

Pop: 0.6 At least they all have them....his butter is at least know n... Many other people's butter is know n, but w hat else is hidden.... they w ould not be in this position if  they h...

Pop: 0.55 How  can you call someone a w ild man or a child ?????I personally am really ashamed that someone w ho has no idea w ho you are w rote such a comment!
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Figure D4. Hand-coding, DDR measurement, and examples of anti-immigrant and non-anti-immigrant comments in the Austrian sample. 

 
 

  

Aim: 0.61 Unbelievable scenes This w eek only been explained that Austria w ould not even have the resources to carry out border controls but w e do not w ant that at all. Today, the f low  o...

Aim: 0.68 And w e should also pay for everything!!!! just immediately into a plane and off the mail!!!!!!

Aim: 0.59 I trust no one more w e are the Christian West and all Muslims should adapt and otherw ise they should go again. Also the headscarf is such a thing w here in the Koran is that ex...

Aim: 0.58 THESE BACKWALKERS believe w hen they see w omen in bathing suits then they are even more FREE WILD to these NEANDERTALERS! !!!! Can w omen go now here w ithout a male escort WHO sh...

Aim: 0.23 Thanks for the tip!

Aim: 0.68 These economic refugees or criminals are still paid by our politicians so that they can carry out their deeds in Austria w ithout any problems and w ith impunity. From deportati...

Aim: 0.6 So w hat? Hungary is safe! Asylum ala card or w hat! Deport!

Aim: 0.61 It w ill then for lack of alternatives certainly all MIGRANTS register there because the EU external borders are perfectly protected. Then they are divided among all possible c...

Aim: 0.64 SUSPEND....nix lock up...eppa a procedure at our expense?! Sakkra.... Immediately get rid of it....and the state must pay the victim a compensation for pain and suffering....

Aim: 0.66 With us there are no w ar refugees all come from safe countries or am I w rong We are the neighbors of Pakistan Afghanistan Syria and co?

Aim: 0.34 Justif ication because our politicians to the Schei. . are!

Aim: 0.67 They can all go back to their ow n country because there is no w ar there and they should be punished because w hat they are doing is not legal get on the train and get back to w ...

Aim: 0.56 From my four lines you can not read out how  much or w hat I have to do w ith homeless people. I think it's fabulous that Austria doesn't leave its homeless in the lurch, no matt...

Aim: 0.66 that's w hy w e can't take in any more or w here to conjure up great accommodations in no time at all. besides, w e know  w hat diseases are being brought in ??? w e have to provide ...

Aim: 0.59 Let the Balkan route burst force ships to turn back if  necessary w ith a minimum of seriousness Otherw ise it w ill be nothing.The Lolipop method has failed w hich w as also clear

Aim: 0.29 Absolutely right.... All just show

Aim: 0.45 How  many times have w e stood for cigarettes or any trif les

Aim: 0.59 It is about. ..not to let people uncontrolled through and into our country! !! This must be stopped immediately. .w hether w ith or w ithout a fence. Or do you hang out their fro...

Aim: 0.41 like the provincial city of Innsbruck w hich imagines itself to be a cosmopolitan city.

Aim: 0.32 Ohhh there I am glad that you exist

Aim: 0.62 Red kan nonsense sollns but stop w ith the rape and not come in such large quantities to us.w er soll denn die alle bezahlen?und fùr w as überhaupt diese Menschen erhalten.

Aim: 0.55 No, the ÖH is not responsible for every concern! But actually ONLY for the concerns of the students. I don't know  w hy the situation in Traiskirchen has anything to do w ith stu...

Aim: 0.64 It misses the real problems w hat is w ith the delinquent violent economic refugees and w ith those w ho stay anyw ay although they w ere rejected? How  and w hen can they be deported...

Aim: 0.47 Please tell me w hat you have done and how  you have show n your hospitality?

Aim: 0.4 My x at Hofer is safe.

Aim: 0.63 So now , nevertheless, all should become lively! Even the last do-gooders! So for me one thing is f ixed are criminals and nothing else! If  w e do not soon close all borders and ...

Aim: 0.39 Mrs. Kubat exactly so it w as meant. Thank you : .

Aim: 0.63 HE BELONGS AWAY IMMEDIATELY OR IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT

Aim: 0.41 Yes exactly and after each satire must have a true reason otherw ise one could make no satire .............

Aim: 0.39 and don't w orry, no party w ill enter into a coalition w ith the blue party anyw ay...
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Figure D5. Hand-coding, DDR measurement, and examples of anti-immigrant and non-anti-immigrant comments in the Slovenian sample. 

 
 
 

 

aim: 0.73 Immediately seal the borders w ith Croatia and take aw ay ALL refugees w ho are still in our centres Merkel is inviting them anyw ay, so directly to Germany w ith them or to the...

aim: 0.71 You are still lying and misleading people w ith the w ord refugees What refugees are they?!They stopped being refugees in Turkey.From there on they are undocumented migrants ...

aim: 0.65 We w ill be able to do something as neighbouring countries are drow ning in the number of refugees.If only the EU and others had taken preventive action together sooner, it i...

aim: 0.64 stop using the name refugees ....use rather hooligans gang of extremists rabble next to them and put activists w ho w ill end up doing the biggest shit and then let us have n...

aim: 0.61 All of you w ho applaud them and w elcome them because they have arrived do not realise that this crow d alone w ill at least double or more in a year's time.There w ill come a ...

aim: 0.67 In a little w hile, the EURO Taliban w ill have a nervous breakdow n from the threat of extinction. Quickly to the cages w ith fences w inter is coming. You are also the Kekts t...

aim: 0.61 They are supposedly very grateful w hen they are helped NOTTTTT y They are NOT interested in show ers not even TVs brought especially for them are enough : They throw  toilet ...

aim: 0.62 w hat are all of you w ho support the destroyers of our culture in your replies disguised as on fb for? ...but yes, our ancestors died for our culture of justice and freedom....

aim: 0.56 they are not refugees at all, they are just taking advantage of their refugee status!

aim: 0.65 What a media spin in favour of these economic migrants. is young men. ..children and w ives they did not take w ith them. Let the media w rite w hat problems they have in Franc...

aim: 0.63 fuknt bomb and kill everyone they w ill bring w ar and diseases.if i ask for help i need documents everyw here they don't need anything!!!and they are throw ing food and destro...

aim: 0.66 This rabble w ill spread across Europe faster than the plague.One percent are not civilised and are only interested in destroying European culture, customs and religion. I w ...

aim: 0.57 Why don't you stem the tide of these people already in Greece and send the unauthorised back immediately????

aim: 0.59 All of you w ho support this gang, take them home, feed them and w ork for them.

aim: 0.62 but is our government preparing for the possibility of jihadists among the refugees w ith the depleted readiness and armament of our army???

aim: 0.5 For kingbul bulko a person w ho hides behind various animal names is an honour for me to debate w ith such people because I w on't.it doesn't mean you w on it means you are not...

aim: 0.52 Yes, but let the w omen have their f ill......

aim: 0.39 exactly the w ay I w ould have given him a goooooooooooooooobbbbbbbbbb w ith his camera

aim: 0.27 ahahhaha :D

aim: 0.54 Let everyone help as much as they w ant and can, but not at the more permanent expense of themselves or their neighbours.The concern here is w hether there is discrimination ...

aim: 0.41 Sick comments from sick people!

aim: 0.48 Yes, the w hole of Slovenia w ill have to take to the roads in front of Parliament......

aim: 0.59 Furlan, the moon is carrying you a little!!! The Czechs have not had their ow n identity for more than a year!!! Tw o thirds of them are Russians and one is Sw abian!!! So w ho...

aim: 0.39 Where but in your dreams?...go to sleep and dream yours

aim: 0.46 our government...nothing...fak

aim: 0.57 Immediately deport them back to Iraq IMMEDIATELY w ithout trial and never to come near Europe again.These are barbarians but they learned this behaviour from their parents s...

aim: 0.48 but didn't Fotona supply laser measuring devices for Israeli tanks ?

aim: 0.19 BRAVO !!!!!!!!

aim: 0.5 Because their supporters are already there.

aim: 0.24 haha their dicks hurt :D
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Appendix E 

Summary Statistics for Step 1 and Step 2 

Table E1 reports the summary statistics for all variables used in Step 1, by country. The values can be read in the following 
way: The first variable, “reply comments” indicates that each parent comment in the Austrian sample received .7 replies 
at mean with a SD of 3.4. In the Slovenian sample, each parent comment received .5 (SD=2.4) replies at mean. In Austria, 
parent comments had a mean populism score of .4 (SD=.1). In 54,482 parent comments, that is 24% of the Austrian 
sample, the post was addressing the topic migration. Comments had a mean length of 71 characters. In 48,378 (21%) 
comments of the Austrian sample, at least one other user was tagged. At mean, 1,769.4 days passed since the publication 
of the comment until it was download by the authors. 3.6 days passed at mean between the publication of the post and 
the comment. A post received at mean 362.3 comments. This number is distributed extremely unevenly, indicated by the 
large SD=1,167. The column indicating the values for the Slovenian sample can be read correspondingly. 

Table E2 reports the summary statistics of variables used in Step 2 of our study. The values indicate that of 1,413 analyzed 
replies, 308 (22%) included an argument, etc. The variables in the “Countering” group indicate that 218 replies were 
preceded by a reply that countered a populist parent comment. The control variables in the fourth group indicate that 
519 (37%) reply comments reacted on parent comments that included an argument. Length indicates that the parent 
comments had a mean length of 358 characters (SD=563).  

 

Table E1. Summary statistics, Step 1.   
 Austria Slovenia 
Variables Mean/n (SD/%) Mean/n (SD/%) 
Dependent variable:     

Reply comments 
(count) 

0.7  (3.4) 0.5 (2.4) 

Explanatory variables:     
Populism 0.4 (0.1) 0.5 (0.1) 
Anti-Immigration 0.4 (0.1) 0.4 (0.1) 

Controls:     
Migration topic 54,482 (24%) 6,268 (12%) 
Length 71.0 (114.8) 75 (245.5) 
Tagged users 48,378 (21%) 2,288 (4.6%) 
Download age 1,769.4 (250) 1,939.7 (219) 
Days since post 3.6 (48.1) 1.3 (30.7) 
Comments per post 
(count) 

362.3 (1,167) 74.1 (75.3) 

Facebook accounts     
 Der Standard 20,724 (9.0%)   
 Die Presse 11,034 (4.8%)   
 Kronen Zeitung 44,963  (19%)   
 Oe24.at 37,771 (16%)   
 Zeit im Bild 116,415 (50%)   
 24ur.com   33,290 (66%) 
 Delo   1,368 (2.7%) 
 Dnevnik   661 (1.3%) 
 RTVSLO.si   725 (1.4%) 
 Slovenske Novice   14,164 (28%) 

Total  
(N parent comments) 

230,907 50,208 

   
     
     

 

Table E2. Summary statistics, step 2. 
Variables Mean/n (SD)/(%) 
Dependent variables (R):   

Argument 308  (22%) 
Sourcing 47 (3.3%) 
Incivility 241 (17%) 
Impoliteness 989 (70%) 

Explanatory variables (P):   
People-centrism 656 (46%) 
Anti-elitism 477 (34%) 
Anti-Immigration 858 (61%) 

Countering:   
Countering Populism 218 (15%) 
Countering Anti-Immigr. 224 (16%) 

Controls (P):   
Argument 519 (37%) 
Sourcing 52 (3.7%) 
Incivility 552 (39%) 
Impoliteness 1,177 (83%) 
Length 358 (563) 

Facebook accounts   
 Der Standard (AT) 47 (3.3%) 
 Die Presse (AT) 61 (4.3%) 
 Kronen Zeitung (AT) 288 (20%) 
 Oe24.at (AT) 75 (5%) 
 Zeit im Bild (AT) 268 (19%) 
 24ur.com (SI) 406 (29%) 
 Delo (SI) 58 (4.1%) 
 Dnevnik (SI) 5 (0.4%) 
 RTVSLO.si (SI) 10 (0.7%) 
 Slovenske Novice (SI) 195 (14%) 

Country   
      Austria 739 (52%) 

  Slovenia 674 (48%) 
Total (N reply comments) 1,413  
Notes: (R) reply, (P) parent comments. 
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Appendix F 

Right-wing Populism in Comments by Media Type 

The plots below show the mean comparisons of the anti-immigration and populism DDR scores, used in Step 1 of our analysis, across media types. The plots report the p-
values from the Kruskal-Wallis-tests, testing for significant differences between the groups. In Austria, all three media types (quality, tabloid, public TV) differ significantly in 
pairwise comparisons of their mean level of anti-immigrant and populist content in comments. In Slovenia, we do not find significant differences between quality press and 
public TV, but significant differences between tabloid and quality press, as well as tabloid and public broadcaster. All differences are very small, however. 

 

Figure F1. Mean comparison of populism and anti-immigration DDR scores across media types, by country. 
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Appendix G 

Regression Tables for Step 1 

Table F1 documents the results from the multilevel, negative binomial regressions on the number of reply comments 
fitted for step 1. Since our measurement of populist and anti-immigrant content is not directly comparable across 
languages, we analyzed the data from Austria (Model 1) and Slovenia (Model 2) separately. The data has a nested 
structure: comments are nested within the higher level of posts, while posts are nested within Facebook accounts. We 
account for this structure by fitting multilevel models, with random intercepts for the two higher levels posts and 
Facebook accounts. We used the R package glmmTMB (Brooks et al., 2022) to fit the models and restricted maximum 
likelihood (REML) estimation. The number of units on the account level is small (n = 5), which has been considered 
problematic for multilevel models for long (Stegmueller, 2013). However, Elff et al. (2021) have shown that these 
concerns are exaggerated, when using REML. The results are interpreted in the main text. 

Table F1. Negative binomial multilevel regressions on the number of replies.  
  Model 1 Model 2 

 Austria Slovenia 
     Intercept -0.87 (0.13) *** -1.93 (0.38) *** 
Explanatory variables (P)     
     Populism 0.23 (0.01)*** 0.24 (0.03)*** 
     Anti-Immigration 0.43 (0.01)*** 0.36 (0.03)*** 
Controls     
     Migration topic 0.12 (0.03)*** -0.20 (0.10)* 
     Download age 0.04 (0.02)* -0.01 (0.05) 
     Days passed since post -0.09 (0.01)*** 0.01 (0.02) 
     Length 0.30 (0.01)*** 0.24 (0.04)*** 
     Tagged users 0.41 (0.02)*** 0.72 (0.07)*** 
     Comments per post -0.02 (0.03) -0.03 (0.04) 
AIC 401,863.31 73,635.54 
Log Likelihood -200,919.66 -36,805.77 
Num. obs. 230,907 50,208 
Num. groups: Post:Account 4,293 3,365 
Num. groups: Account 5 5 
Var: Post:Account (Intercept) 0.30 0.60 
Var: Account (Intercept) 0.08 0.68 

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05  
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